Finite element "master-slave" a technique of contact interaction of elastic deformable bodies taking into account friction in a contact zone is realized. The proved from the point of view of the solution of extreme tasks with restrictions like inequalities, projective algorithm which received the name "algorithm of a projection of the next point" was used. The model problem of contact interaction of two deformable subdesigns is solved, comparison of results with the data obtained by other authors is carried out.
Introduction
The contact task at finite-element realization was rather in detail investigated [1] [2] [3] . For performance of conditions of contact at finite element realization the method of Lagrange multipliers, the penalty method, the augmented Lagrange method, the direct solution of a variation task restrictions like inequalities with methods of square programming were widely adopted. The Lagrange multipliers method is based on introduction on unknown border of contact of additional unknown, the contact efforts which are from the mechanical point of view. The main inconvenience is need of the solution of an iterative task with additional unknown on contact border that leads to change of a global matrix of rigidity and operations with it at the global level. The penalty method consists in definition of contact efforts from in addition defined hypotheses including usually the penalty parameter at which aspiration to infinity contact conditions are satisfied asymptotically precisely. Advantage of a penalty method is that additional conditions for contact conditions are entered locally on an element that leads to possibility of construction, so-called, contact elements locally. It is possible to refer complexity of convergence at great values of parameter of a penalty to shortcomings of a method. Thus there is a dilemma: how to satisfy contact conditions with the set accuracy at preservation of conditions of convergence. The problem of convergence manages to be improved application of the augmented Lagrange method, but the problem of satisfaction of contact conditions with the set accuracy, especially in case of a task with friction demands additional research.
The uniting beginning of all three algorithms is the algorithm of search of a zone of contact. The projective algorithm proved from the point of view of the solution of extreme tasks with restrictions like inequalities which received the name the closest point projection algorithm. This algorithm allows to construct the contact elements based on the way, received the name «master-slave». The contact task formulated in variation statement with application of these approaches is nonlinear and to the decision are applied iterative methods of the decision. These methods of the decision [4] [5] [6] in most cases demand the first derivative of all received system of the nonlinear equations, the so-called coordinated tangent of a matrix of system. It is required first of all for obtaining square speed of convergence, and in some cases at least and the linear speed of convergence of iterative process.
At the solution of a contact task by finite element method the main complexity consists in performance of conditions not of penetration, and also additional kinematic conditions in case of a task with friction on the general unknown boundary.
Problem definition
We will consider contact of two bodies A and B , possessing a surface with smoothness 1 C , i.e. that bodies a normal to a surface which is continuous. We will consider that two bodies A and B are in contact if there is the general point C for two surfaces and the general normal. The set of these points is called as a contact zone C S . A contact zone, and also tension in it isn't known and has to be determined from the solution of a task. Variation statement of a contact task is based on satisfaction mutual not penetrations of bodies. For this purpose we will consider function of penetration for the contacting bodies A and B . On a body B we choose a point and we project it on a body surface. The distance which is the shortest distance between bodies also defines penetration function. We will define a normal n on a body The body B which points we will check for penetration is called as "slave" body, and a point S -"slave" as a point. The body A on which surface us project "slave" a point, is called as "master" a body, and its surface -"master" a surface. The technique of the solution of contact tasks based on the slave task of points and determination of value of penetration p into "master" a surface received the name "master-slave" algorithm. The role of "slave" of a point plays usually knot of a finite -element grid, and "master" of a point C are defined from algorithm of a projection of the next point. We will consider splitting two-dimensional areas into finite elements with linear approximation (fig. 2 
Fig. 2. Sampling on border of "master" of a body -body "slave"
As a result, for the solution of nonlinear equations obtained using Newton's method for the vector function F :
Accordingly, by setting the initial approximation   (0) q , we construct iterative procedure
Derivative residual function gives the tangent stiffness matrix:
The transition from a variational problem to algebraic produced by sampling the finite element method.
Numerical results
Consider the interaction of elastic bodies, taking into account the friction in the contact area and compare it with the decision, given in [17] .
The study design (Fig. 3) [17] , is a graph of the reduced contact pressure in Figure 4 . The reduction coefficient is the value of the nominal pressure n P , which takes place when a uniform distribution of the total load P on the bearing pads. The curves of the reduced contact pressure obtained in the present study, marked by circles in Figure 4 . 
Analysis of results and conclusions
Pressure at the approach to a corner point increase without limit, in qualitative agreement with the behavior of solutions in problems of the introduction of stamps in the elastic body [18, 19] . Get enough good agreement sizes contact areas and separation in solving the problem with the friction. The deformed state of the structure shown by the dashed line on the left side of Figure 3 .
Note that the calculations carried out with varying degrees of sampling design considered, recorded similar results, indicating that the accuracy and stability of the solutions.
Based on these results, we can conclude that the MCE is an effective means for solving contact problems. It allows a single software implementation; consider a fairly extensive class of problems with different conditions of contact interactions. The method is indifferent with respect to the geometry of the contact details, complex boundary conditions and load volume. Material properties can be heterogeneous and anisotropic, and the relationship of stress to strain nonlinear. All these factors complicate the immaterial algorithms and the complexity of the solution.
Comparison of the results of a number of problems with exact and approximate methods demonstrates the validity and accuracy of the results obtained at relatively low labor intensity and not fully exhausted the possibilities of program.
Valuable is the fact that the calculation results in not only the contact pressure and the stress-deformed state discussed details throughout. The method has good visibility and allows you to assess the quality of decisions by examining internal convergence. It should be noted the effectiveness of the program of the type used in the finite element method and sampling.
In conclusion, the thickening of the finite element meshes in areas of high gradients of stress and critical points that are abundant in the solution of contact problems, it is a powerful tool to obtain a satisfactory solution.
